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A vicious attack leaves seventeen year old Kaden Seager suffering from amnesia. He finds himself

caught up in a world of abduction, conspiracy, exploitation and murder. Detective Jake Matthews

must convince the young man's family that their son is dead in order to keep him alive. Meanwhile,

six missing teenagers cause problems for a sinister organization led by a man who considers

himself to be above the law.The story is set in 2038, when certain medical procedures have been

developed, but not yet approved. Strange things occurring at a homeless boys shelter in Chicago

change the lives of the Seager family forever. When so called friends become enemies and

assailants turn into allies, it is difficult to know who to trust.This is the first book in the Finding

Trilogy, a young adult fiction series.
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Although this book was written for younger readers, I found it to be quite delightful. I have read

several of Reinhardt's books and have enjoyed them all. They are easy to read but interesting. Her

historical books are full of insight into life in 19th century Ireland. On the other hand her Finding

trilogy considers what life might be like 25 years in the future. Her writing sets a light-hearted tone



and promotes positive family values. I gave the book 4 stars instead of 5 because of some editing

errors.

Was i the only one that noticed that the main character Kaden lost his memory and then regained it

without any reference to how or when? Poor editing. Characters referred to by wrong name. Not the

best book I ever read.

As I read this first installment of the Finding Series, intended for young adult readers, I reflected

back on the books I enjoyed as a youth, and I have to say Finding Kaden was a treat. The

characters were varied, interesting and alive with details, and the plot was well thought out and

flowed nicely. The story unfolded at a comfortable pace, adding layers of complexity and depth in

each additional chapter, which I must say I did not expect in a young adult novel. The author's

writing skills were evident with only a few minor glitches in formatting but they did not distract from

the narrative. I look forward to reading the remainder of this entertaining series and would highly

recommend it to young teens anxious for a clean, thought-provoking novel.

I loved this book. It kept me wanting to continue reading until I finished. When I did finish I could

hardly wait to read the other two in the series. I would recommend this book and series who enjoys

reading.

This series has a very disturbing story line about young men are transported to Anartica to a work

camp and lab facility. Many of them vanish and are probably used for organ parts etc. This happens

in the near future. The plot is confusing and hard to follow. I don' think this is my kind of book and it

is a really scary scandal to imagine with lots of intrigue.

Finding Kaden in this trilogy is rather slow and somewhat predictable and if the rest of the Finding

trilogy is so predictable then the readings of the next two books will definitely take even longer to

read and stay interested.

Easy read. A mystery. Fairly light but I enjoyed it and I liked the characters. Proof reading not done

well so the odd word missing. Unfortunately this is a common occurrence in books these days.

i enjoyed reading the development of the family characters and their relationships. i think many



would enjoy this story...i am looking forward to the next book in the series
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